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charge for a maximum of 12 months. You can turn off the auto-renew at any time from your iTunes Account Settings after the
end of the 14 days. No cancellation of the membership is allowed during your 14 days. You may cancel the membership from

your iTunes Account Settings after the 14 days. Software library All 2 App review - About Toast 8 Description Comprehensive
guide to 'toast' usage in English. Download it today to give you the best possible chance of improving your vocabulary. This is

version 8 of the app, which includes the following extra features: * an improved pronunciation guide * the ability to create your
own pronunciation guides * the ability to make your own personalised 'favourite' and 'favourite links' * a map showing you the
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pronunciation of every toast * option to customise how much of a word you want to hear before pronouncing it * option to
download custom dictionary files * option to instantly pronounce toast words in your chosen language * option to slow down the
pronunciation of words * option to add words to the dictionary * option to add words to your favourite links * option to read the
'Complete history' and 'Pronounce word at different speeds' in the premium version. * option to save the words which you most

often want to pronounce in the premium version. If you have any questions about this app, please contact us at
support@webrick.co.uk If you like this app please give us a good review - it makes all the difference :) Get more from Toast

(version 8) Similar to iTunes Screenshots Customer reviews Good 5 By Mark An essential for every EFL teacher. Addictive app
By Cello44 Get your heart racing when you see this little toast!! Like it By nick lamyjka I love the app and use it daily. Yummy!
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